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I live in Hurlstone Park which is part of the draft South Sydney District Plan. The provision of 

the proposed Sydenham to Bankstown metro line is embedded within the draft District Plan. 

The proposed Metro line is not supported  as it will cannibalise the existing rail corridor to 

replace it with a metro when transport links are missing in other parts of Sydney. 

The Metro should stop at Sydenham. The existing heavy rail line, with its heritage stations 

and double-decker trains, should not be replaced at great expense to the public, and it 

should not be privately operated. 

The housing target increases in the draft Plan are too high and not supported by detail of 

providing infrastructure to meet increased demand. The Canterbury area has already been 

subject to intense development and is way ahead of target with new dwellings. Much of this 

development is destroying the character, beauty and amenity of our area. One of the aims of 

the draft Plan is to “create great places” but I believe that I am already living in a “great 

place” which is quickly being destroyed by voracious developers who reap monetary benefits 

to the detriment of communities. 

Housing targets should be down-graded, especially in the Canterbury area, to ensure the 

suburbs remain great places to live. A more balanced approach, with more even 

development across Sydney and in rural NSW, is required.  

There is scant detail in the draft Plan on how heritage will be protected. Morris Iemma, the 

South District Commissioner, has stated, on the record, that Hurlsltone Park is a unique area 

that should not be subject to intense development. The community is awaiting the second 

stage of the Hurlstone Park heritage assessment. It will be important that development 

controls are robust to not only prevent destruction of heritage buildings, but to avoid diluting 

the heritage appeal of streetscapes and neighbourhoods. 

The plan is lacking in the integrity required to restore some community confidence to 

planning. There is little explanation of the many negative consequences of increased growth 

in the area and costings/business cases of major projects such as the Metro have not been 

released which reduces public trust in the planning process. 

The Draft Medium Density Housing code is another mechanism for removing community 

consultation in local development and is not supported. Local planning controls should be 

retained and, in fact, made more robust by , for example, strengthening rules around 

demolition of possible heritage homes by developers (i.e review demolition clause in the 

Exempt and Complying Codes), and ensuring developers declare ANY conflict of interest, 

such as having any links to council or planning bodies 

Addressing the issues of affordable housing is paramount, but the plan offers scant details. 

Developers must be mandated to provide a fair percentage (say 15%) of housing that is 

affordable for both rentals and owner-occupiers. 

 



A “change in industry perceptions” as envisaged by the Liveability Priorities of the plan  is 

welcomed. It is hoped that this includes developers accepting more narrow profit margins, 

giving back to the community, and consulting with the community at the outset. The balance 

of power has rested with developers for too long. Especially in areas like Hurlstone Park, full 

of heritage homes a street-scapes, a developer should be required to prove the worth of 

their development to the community, rather than the community being forced to react to poor 

development proposals. 
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